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at the same time!

The entire Jiangnan and Jiangbei, all high-level officials, all held an

emergency meeting!

Everyone’s face was sinking and sweaty on their foreheads, and they

were extremely nervous.

“Have you all received the news?”

an old man asked, wearing a military uniform and gray hair, but there

was an aura of not anger and prestige on his body.

Long Jiu, Jiangnan Commander!

Upon hearing this, everyone’s heart became even more depressed!

Zhao Chuan smiled bitterly:

“I, Jiangbei, the Cyber   Security Department, have completely

collapsed! All information networks have been in the hands of the

blood prison!”

And the other middle-aged also said with a solemn expression:

“I have thousands of people in the south The powerful blood

prisoners landed in Jiangshi together. The grandmaster alone has as

many as a hundred people. They have completely broken their defenses

and are unable to stop them!”

“Why would such a behemoth like the blood prison target a small

Jiangshi? This is simply illogical. ! ” ”

Jiangnan and Jiangbei has been across the board collapse, mutiny

dragon god of war, Ares the other three do not know why stand, plus

this time by the blood of prison mad God, we can not block them! ”

boom!

Hearing this, the atmosphere was suppressed to the extreme!

Everyone’s expressions are extremely ugly.

Because they all knew how terrifying the blood prison was. Now only

10,000 people have come, and they still have 690,000 troops in the

blood prison that have not been dispatched.

Once they came out, it would be a nightmare for the entire China, not

to mention Jiangnan Jiangbei!

See it!

Long Jiu also sighed deeply, saying:

“Now, the Blood Prison is invading Jiangnan and Jiangbei in an all-

round way, and the intention is unknown. I want to hear your

opinions.”

And at this moment!

A middle-aged man with a big belly, he sneered and said murderously:

“What else can I say? I am a big country in China, and I am afraid that

the little one will not be a bloody prison?” (72wx).

” Just shoot,” Kill on the spot!”

This person is the commander-in-chief of Jiangbei, Song Yuanzheng!

Wow!

Upon hearing this, the audience was shocked!

Everyone looked at him with a horrified look, so wouldn’t they be

completely enmity with the blood prison?

To know!

The blood hell has ruled the underground world for ten years, and

such an existence has more than 700,000 appeals.

If Jiangnan Jiangbei really fights him, I’m afraid the best result will

be… both lose!

Zhao Chuan frowned and stared at the middle-aged man and said:

“Blood Prison has been closely related to China Huaxia over the past

few years. He has helped China Huaxia more than once without asking

for anything in return!”

“Now that you want to deal with Blood Prison, you are not afraid. The

ungrateful infamy on Huaxia’s back? ”

Just!

Song Yuanzheng sneered, and said with extreme disdain:

“No matter what they did before, now they are just thieves who invade

my Huaxia gate!”

“If they break into the gate without our permission, they deserve to

die!”

Then, Song Yuanzheng As soon as the conversation turned, he said

gloomily: “Furthermore, it is not that I want them to die, but the Lin

family wants to deal with them!”

What!

Upon hearing this, all the high-levels present stopped breathing, with a

deep shock on their faces.

At this time, they couldn’t believe their ears.

The Lin Family, that China’s No. 1 giant, actually wants to stop the

Blood Prison?

What exactly is going on!

Even if it was Long Jiu, after hearing this, he couldn’t help taking a

breath of air-conditioning, and looked at Song Yuanzheng in horror:

“Song Yuanzheng, what are you saying is true?”

A powerful man!

A horror of combat power!

Such two behemoths are about to clash?

That is bound to set off a stormy sea!

“Of course!”

Song Yuanzheng snorted coldly, and said:

“Just now, the Lin family has notified me that the blood prison invaded

China in order to rescue the waste that the Lin family abandoned in the

past. Since the blood prison does not give the Lin family face, then the

Lin family Naturally, the blood prison will not be easier!”

“The Lin family has already issued a death order. Today, no matter

what, that waste must die!”
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